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Preface: Reasons for Writing an
Early History of FATEB
Jack Robinson
Association of Evangelicals in Africa
There remain only a few people living who were present in January, 1973 at the
Second General Assembly of AEAM in Limuru, Kenya, when a decision was made to
found two university-level theological schools in Africa, one for the francophones
and one for the anglophones. I was able to attend that General Assembly and
have enjoyed a close association with the Francophone seminary conceived at that
meeting. Correspondence and other documents in my files from those early years
have given me the ability to write the brief account that follows.
To my knowledge, no one has made a serious attempt to write a history of FATEB,
and with each year that passes, sources for producing such a history become more
difficult to find. In light of this situation, I have used the materials at my disposal
to create a record of how the school was founded and to describe some of the
people and events that marked its development over its early years.
In addition to writing about FATEB’s early history, I have retained most of the
sources that I used, and I hope to make them available to other researchers once
a permanent place for locating FATEB’s archives can be found.
As I have thought about the possible readership for this historical account, I
presume that those who could benefit most from reading it would be people
currently associated with FATEB and those who will become its future trustees,
members of faculty, and administrators. It seems to me that this history might
assist in the orientation of new personnel who join the FATEB community as well
as giving current members a clearer sense of FATEB’s original identity.
Every institution needs to continue to innovate in order to stay in step with the
changes that occur inside it and in the context that surrounds it. Some changes
will strengthen an institution’s ability to fulfill its founding mission. Other
changes will alter its direction so that it pursues goals that were not conceived
of or intended by the founders. In either case, I hope that the leaders of FATEB,
both present and future, will understand how FATEB’s future development is
linked to the values and purposes of those who founded this institution. Such
9
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understanding could be useful in guiding FATEB into a future that will enable it to
use its resources and reputation in the service of the Christian Church and African
societies.
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Chapter 1: Events Leading to
FATEB’s Founding, 1966-1973
The Faculté de Théologie Évangélique de Bangui (FATEB), often known among
English speakers as the Bangui Evangelical School of Theology (BEST), first
opened its doors to French-speaking students in October 1977 (Minutes 1977).
It was located in Bangui, the capital city of the Central African Republic
(Minutes 1977). Now, it has completed well over 40 years of training
French-speaking African men and women for service in the churches and
societies of Central Africa, West Africa, and Madagascar. To understand why FATEB
was founded and how it was launched requires some knowledge of the people,
institutions, and religious movements that formed its background. Therefore, this
narrative begins well before FATEB welcomed its first students to classes in 1977.
The organization that brought FATEB into existence was an African association
created at a continental conference in Kenya in 1966. It was called the Association
of Evangelicals of Africa and Madagascar (AEAM), known today as the
Association of Evangelicals in Africa (AEA). The creation of AEAM, FATEB’s birth
mother, occurred through a decision made by the participants who attended an
Africa Evangelical Conference held in Limuru, Kenya, in 1966 (Breman 1996). This
Conference was sponsored by the Africa Evangelical Office (AEO) that had been
established in 1962 as a joint effort by two North American mission associations:
the Evangelical Fellowship of Mission Agencies (EFMA), established in 1945 as the
mission affiliate of the National Association of Evangelicals (NAE), and the
Interdenominational Foreign Missions Association (IFMA), formed in 1917 for
mission societies without denominational affiliations. (AEAM, now AEA, is a
regional member of the World Evangelical Alliance (WEA). The World Evangelical
Alliance (WEA), first called World Evangelical Fellowship, was founded at the
International Convention of Evangelicals held in the Netherlands, August 5-11,
1951, with the national Evangelical Alliance of Great Britain as the founding
member with the longest history of its own. This British Evangelical Alliance had
been formed in Manchester, England, in November of 1846, the same year as
several other national Evangelical alliances. So FATEB was founded by AEAM (AEA)
whose organizational links go back 173 years to 1846.)
The American leaders of the EFMA and the IFMA feared that the fast-growing
ecumenical movement in Africa would introduce theological liberalism into the
theologically conservative Evangelical African churches. They saw a need for
developing an African Evangelical fellowship of churches that would promote
11
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spiritual unity based on sound biblical doctrine and protect the churches from
alternative forms of Christianity. To this end, the Africa Evangelical Office (AEO)
sponsored a number of conferences throughout Africa. It adopted a confession of
faith borrowed from that of the Evangelical Alliance in Great Britain that had been
founded 120 years earlier in 1846. It was out of the AEO Conference held in Limuru,
Kenya in 1966 that AEAM was born, and it was, in turn, out of AEAM’s General
Assembly in 1973 that FATEB emerged (Breman1996). As a result, FATEB’s training
of African leaders over more than four decades reflects a stream of Protestant life
and thought growing out of a long evangelical Christian tradition in Great Britain
and the United States.
The individual most directly responsible for the founding of FATEB was a
37-year-old Nigerian, Byang Kato, who, in 1973, was finishing his Th.D. at Dallas
Theological Seminary in Texas (Breman 1996; Maillefer 2009). Kato had been born
in northern Nigeria in 1936. After his birth, Kato’s father dedicated him to be a juju
priest in the traditional African religion of his tribe. As Kato grew older, his father
instructed him in fetish practices. At age 12, against his father’s wishes, Kato
began attending a Sudan Interior Mission primary school. There, his teacher told
the biblical story of Noah and the ark. Listening intently to his teacher, Kato felt
that he needed to enter the boat of salvation, just as Noah had done.
Consequently, he made a public commitment to follow Jesus Christ. Five years
later, Kato dedicated his life to God for whatever he believed God wanted him to
do. Two years after that, he went to Igbaja Bible College in Nigeria to prepare for
Christian ministry.
At age 21, Kato married Jummai Rahila and soon became the father of a girl and
two boys. In 1963, he enrolled in London Bible College. After graduation, he
taught at Igbaja Theological Seminary and then was elected General Secretary of
the Evangelical Church of West Africa (ECWA), a denomination of 1,400 Nigerian
churches composed of about 400,000 people at that time. Realizing his need
for more advanced education, in 1970 Kato became the first African student to
enroll in Dallas Theological Seminary. By 1973, Kato had completed his doctoral
classes and was headed back to Nigeria. (Kato was awarded the Th.D. degree in
absentia in 1974, and his dissertation was published in 1975 as Theological Pitfalls
in Africa.)
On his way home, Kato stopped in Kenya to present a paper at the AEAM Christian
Education Strategy Conference in Limuru. He stayed another week to attend
the Second General Assembly of AEAM that had been founded seven years earlier
in 1966. At the AEAM meeting, Kato was chosen to be the first African General
Secretary of the Association. He was also appointed Executive Secretary of the
AEAM’s Theological Commission that was formed during that meeting. Because
12

Kato was greatly needed to teach at Igbaja Theological Seminary in Nigeria, he
served as a visiting professor there for several months each year over the next
two years. In addition, Kato traveled widely throughout Africa on behalf of AEAM,
speaking wherever he went and encouraging the formation of national evangelical
associations. He was also a main presenter at the International Congress on World
Evangelization held in Lausanne, Switzerland in 1974. Kato accepted a post on
the Executive Committee of the World Evangelical Fellowship (WEF), chaired its
Theological Commission, and served on WEF’s Advisory Council of the Asia
Theological Commission. For a young man, these many appointments involved
considerable responsibility. As a Hausa proverb puts it, “If the camel is large, its
load is great.”
Out of the 1973 General Assembly of AEAM came a decision to create two
graduate schools of theology in Africa. Kato originated this proposal, but he
also achieved the backing of AEAM for it. A careful reading of the minutes of the
General Assembly reveals no formal action with respect to these schools. However,
the General Assembly’s approval of a Theological Commission with Byang Kato
as its Executive Secretary gave him the freedom he needed to proceed with this
project (Breman 1996). Appendix C of the General Assembly minutes spells out
the objectives of the Theological Commission. Among the seven objectives listed,
point D reads as follows: “Promote advanced studies up to the level of Masters
and Doctoral degrees.” So, through the action of the Theological Commission that
he chaired, Kato began preparing for the founding of the two seminaries.
Kato knew there was wide and strong support for this project. A “Mini-rapport”
on the AEAM General Assembly written by the Administrative Secretary, Eric
Maillefer, devoted two paragraphs to the proposed schools. The report revealed
the interest shown by the Assembly participants in this project, as the following
extract indicates (English translation is mine):
The need for university level theological education was discussed several
times during the Assembly. A Theological Commission under the direction
of Pastor Byang Kato has launched an ambitious project that will lead to the
foundation of two university level schools of theological education: one for
Francophone Africa and the other for Anglophone Africa. These schools will
require the “baccalauréat” as the condition for admission. [This was the
French diploma representing successful completion of the State examination
at the end of secondary school.] It is presumed that this project will be
completed by September 1975.
The necessity for having such schools on African soil was underlined by Mr.
Kato who mentioned the danger of syncretism and universalism that becomes
13
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more and more evident among our people because of the mediocre teaching
by our leaders. Having recently visited several theological departments of
theology in African universities, Mr. Kato declared that in most of them, the
teaching of these schools is far from being teaching that reflects a biblical
position. “Many of these schools seem to be searching for a peaceful
coexistence between the different religious of Africa,” declared Mr. Kato.
“After having discussed with a number of students and professors of these
universities, I discovered that the general feeling was that all the world will
eventually be saved, regardless of what they believe.”
Before the Assembly ended, Kato had appointed seven secretaries within the
Theological Commission that included two secretaries responsible for action on
the proposed schools. In a document entitled, “Africa School for Higher
Education,” Kato announced the appointment of Mr. John Dean as Anglophone
Secretary and Dr. John Robinson as Francophone Secretary. A job description
followed, beginning with these first two points of responsibility for each of the
secretaries:
a) Liaison between the proposed schools and AEAM;
b) Feasibility study on location, site, students, and staff.
A budget for each of the schools was also made:
Capital Expenses:

Buildings
Library
Recurrent Expenses for five years:
Total:

$300,000
$75,000
$125,000
$500,000 for each school

Byang Kato’s leadership was essential to the action taken by AEAM’s Theological
Commission to found these schools. His work in promoting them was filled with
enthusiasm and energy. This quote from Kato summarizes the case he sought to
make for these institutions:
To me, the great need in Africa today is ministerial training, coupled with
in-depth teaching in the church. We should make an effort to convince
missionaries and Christian leaders that while evangelism should not be
neglected, teaching the converts we already have should be our priority. A
well-taught Christian will become an evangelist. (Breman 1996)
By the time the Third General Assembly of AEAM was held in Bouake, Ivory Coast
(July 30 to August 2, 1977), the Francophone school was ready to open in the
Central African Republic, and work on the Anglophone school in Kenya was well
14

under way. That these schools had been deeply embraced by the constituency of
AEAM was apparent in the Opening Address at Bouaké by AEAM’s President
Samuel Odunaike:
Our Graduate Schools of Theology are meant to put the foregoing [plans]
into contemporary thought and language, clothed with the correct academic
syllabuses. Furthermore, Africa does not wish to be drawn into the unhealthful
divisiveness of our brethren in Europe and America even though some of them
are well-meaning…. One thing which this Assembly must not overlook is the
need to ensure that the strongest possible link exists between our Graduate
Schools of Theology and AEAM. We should not establish the Schools and
abandon them to scholars whose sole preoccupation is academic excellence.
The Schools must be seen to operate under the overall umbrella of AEAM
without losing their academic independence. (Breman 1996; Afroscope 1977)
Expectations for AEAM and its projects were expressed in the words of Kato and
Odunaike above. They touch on at least half a dozen contextual issues that the
creation of these graduate schools could help to address. Administrative Secretary
Eric Maillefer noted Kato’s reference to the danger of syncretism and universalism.
Kato wrote extensively on these two issues in his doctoral dissertation, published
in 1975 as Theological Pitfalls in Africa (Kato 1975, 11).
“Universalism means the belief that all men will eventually be saved whether
they believe in Christ now or not,” Kato wrote, “Syncretism means combining the
elements of many religions into one” (Kato 1975, 134). In the first chapter of his
book, Kato describes ten factors that encourage and foster these trends. He
concluded his book with a ten-point proposal for “Safeguarding Biblical
Christianity in Africa” (Kato 1975, 181-184).
Point three of his proposal highlighted the need for serious theological education:
“Concentrate effort in the training of men in the Scriptures, employing the
original languages to facilitate their ability in exegeting the Word of God. In-depth
knowledge rather than mere superficial mechanics in the ministry should be
the primary concern” (Kato 1975, 182-183). Defending the integrity of an
evangelical vision of Christianity against universalism, syncretism, and other
theological threats was a significant priority for Kato in the African context. For
him, that challenge underlined the urgent need for high quality theological
education (Howard 1986, 1-5).
The “mediocre teaching by our leaders” was another argument of Kato’s for
higher quality ministerial education. With the proliferation and growth of
Christian churches all over Africa, the majority of African Christian communities
15
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lacked well-trained leadership. With most African nations gaining their political
independence around 1960, the role of foreign missionaries from outside Africa
was being replaced by African Christians who had not had the opportunities for
theological education enjoyed by most foreign missionaries. Graduate schools of
theology in Africa would produce men and women who in turn could contribute to
improving the education of local church leaders.
Another issue for Kato was the state of people without a belief in Christ. Kato
wrote that until the mid-twentieth century, “[H]ome churches and mission boards
sending missionaries overseas held a firm belief in Jesus Christ as the only way of
salvation” (Kato 1975, 11). He then quoted Harold Lindsell’s article stating, “[T]he
forward movement in foreign missions was based upon an implicit conviction that
those outside of Christ were perishing and that if they did not hear the gospel
they were lost forever” (Kato 1975, 11). In his comment above, Kato argued, “A
well-taught Christian will become an evangelist.” Hence, good ministerial training
and in-depth teaching in the church were essential.
President Odunaike, in his remarks about the creation of graduate schools of
theology, pointed out the problem of ecclesiastical divisions in Europe and North
America. His hope was that the new schools would not perpetuate such divisions
in Africa. He emphasized the need for evangelical unity. As will be seen during the
first year of the school’s operation in Bangui, such divisions did occur and severely
threatened the viability of the Francophone graduate school project.
Odunaike also warned against an exclusive preoccupation with academic
excellence. His emphasis on the need of the schools to be closely linked to AEAM
reflects the fact that AEAM was an organization composed of national associations
of churches. AEAM existed to serve those churches. Odunaike was committed to
seeing AEAM’s theological institutions committed to that same objective.
Underlying these various motivations on the part of those who founded FATEB
was the fact that the kind of institution they were envisioning did not yet exist in
Francophone Africa. When Christina Breman was writing her doctoral dissertation
in the early 1990s on Association of Evangelicals in Africa, she wrote the following
comments about the school that AEAM had founded in Bangui:
BEST [the English acronym for FATEB] is the only academic school of
theology which is clearly evangelical and committed to serving the whole of
francophone evangelical Africa. Other similar (evangelical) schools have a
more regional function. … BEST offers “training of trainers.” It trains students
to function as leaders of a Bible school or a regional seminary or college,
which offer regular pastors’ training. This is an important and necessary
16

function, the more so since Christianity is growing in Africa. (Breman 1996)
The need for such an institution as FATEB was especially great in Africa’s
French-speaking countries. For this reason, FATEB was the first of the two AEAM
schools to be founded: “Priority was given to French speaking Africa, because
Anglophone Africa had about ten times as many evangelical theological
institutions, seminaries, and Bible schools as francophone Africa” (Breman 1996).
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Chapter 2: Limuru 1973 to
Bangui 1976
The General Assembly of AEAM, held in Limuru, Kenya, February 1-8, 1973, brought
together 162 delegates from 27 African countries plus observers from India, USA,
Great Britain, and Germany. By this time, nine national evangelical fellowships in
Africa had been formed, of which eight were represented at the Limuru Assembly
(Breman 1996; Maillefer 2009; “Mini-Report” 1973). There was a strong emphasis
on Christian Education throughout the meetings. The Assembly formed a Christian
Education Commission, naming Roger E. Coon as its Coordinator. The Theological
Commission created by this Assembly strongly supported programs of Theological
Education by Extension (TEE) that had been functioning for several years under the
leadership of Fred Holland in Anglophone Africa and Dr. Paul White in Francophone
Africa: “TEE, through its study books, would enable a pastor to stay at home,
continue his ministry while furthering his theological education” (Maillefer 2009).
The highlight of the Assembly was the election of Byang Kato as AEAM’s General
Secretary, replacing the first General Secretary, Kenneth Downing. Kato spoke on
the subject of “Theological Trends in Africa Today” (Perception 1974). He warned
of the danger of Christo-paganism, syncretism, and universalism creeping into
African churches because of poorly educated leadership. He also said that Africa’s
greatest need was the training of nationals, not the sending of more missionaries.
As Executive Director of AEAM’s Theological Commission, Kato led the members of
the Commission to launch the seminary project. No one knew then that more than
four years would elapse before FATEB began admitting students in Bangui, and
over ten years would pass before NEGST, the Anglophone school, would open its
doors to students in Nairobi.
The most detailed account of the four years and eight months between the end
of the AEAM General Assembly, February 1973, and the beginning of classes in
Bangui in October 1977 is written in the Memoirs of Eric Maillefer,
Administrative Secretary of AEAM. He reported that the first major question
concerning the Francophone seminary project was location. Ivory Coast, Chad, or
Central African Republic seemed best suited for the new school. Church leaders in
Ivory Coast were hopeful that the seminary would be founded in Abidjan. But when
Alastair Kennedy, who had served as translator for much of the General Assembly
in Limuru, approached the Minister of Education in Ivory Coast, he found little
interest on the part of the Minister to assist with the AEAM school proposal. In
18

1972, a year earlier, the Methodists had requested land from the Minister of
Construction and Town Planning in order to found a theological seminary.
However, the request of the Methodists had been denied. Regarding the
application of the AEAM for a theological school in the Ivory Coast, Kennedy
received the same negative reply (10.26.73 Kennedy letter to Robinson).
When Kato left the General Assembly in Kenya, he took time to travel to the other
two Francophone countries under consideration, Chad and the Central African
Republic. He did not yet know whether Kennedy would be successful in Ivory
Coast, and though he was anxious to return to Texas to complete his doctoral
studies, he felt the importance of visiting Chad and CAR as soon as possible
(Maillefer 2009). He found Chad to be experiencing an African “authenticity”
campaign with a strong emphasis on initiation rites. The government campaign
there was much more anti-Christian than a parallel movement occurring in the
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) at that time. Discovering the persecution of
Christians and the radical Islamic influence of its political leaders, Kato concluded
that Chad would be an unwelcome place to found the new school.
A location somewhere in central Africa seemed desirable, though the travel of
students and their families to Bangui would be costly and inconvenient because of
its distance from two of Africa’s main economic centers, Abidjan and Nairobi. Kato
stopped in the CAR after his visit to Chad to talk about the school with local church
leaders. Don Hocking, whom he had met at the General Assembly, was a Grace
Brethren missionary working in CAR’s capital, Bangui. Isaac Zokoué, CAR’s leading
evangelical leader, who had not been able to attend the General Assembly, also
made Bangui his primary residence, though he was traveling extensively at the
time. Don Hocking, with Kato’s encouragement, took initiative to explore with the
government the possibility of locating the Francophone school in Bangui.
Hocking wrote to AEAM’s Francophone Secretary for Higher Education that he
had taken a letter to the Minister of Education and to the Director of National
Teaching to request permission to found a theological seminary in Bangui. The
response was immediate and positive. The national University of Bangui had
been founded only four years earlier, in 1969, and developing university-level
educational opportunities was a government priority. A key question for Hocking
was whether the President of the country would not only approve the founding of
an Evangelical seminary in Bangui but might also offer land to AEAM for its
construction (6.10.73 Hocking letter to Robinson).
In November 1973, Hocking wrote again saying he had not yet made an official
request to the government for land because he wasn’t sure how serious Kato
was about locating the seminary in Bangui. Later, in early January, 1974, Hocking
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wrote to Kato saying that, even without a formal request for property, the Minister
of Public Works, on behalf of the government, was offering several hectares of
land for the seminary near the national University. The Minister also requested
that Kato come to Bangui for a meeting with the President of CAR that he would
arrange for late February. However, it would be necessary for Kato to arrive with
building plans to be presented to the Minister of Education in order to receive a
property grant. Hocking wrote, “This is unbelievable and we are really rejoicing”
(11.26.73 Hocking letter to Robinson; 1.7.74 Hocking letter to Kato).
Though the progress toward obtaining land for construction was good news, Isaac
Zokoué was concerned about whether the President would grant land to a foreign
organization like AEAM. An evangelical association of churches was in the process
of formation at this time, though not yet officially founded. After discussing
this concern, Zokoué and Hocking decided to ask Kato to agree that, if property
were granted, it could be given to the emerging CAR evangelical association of
churches, provided that the association would agree, in turn, to give the property
to AEAM to build the school in whatever way its leaders saw fit (1.7.74 Hocking
letter to Kato).
With this in mind, Kato came to Bangui in February, 1974, for the meeting with
CAR’s former Army General and current national President, Jean-Bedel Bokassa.
Kato, Hocking, several local pastors, and Isaac Zokoué were present at this
audience. Zokoué translated for the group. He explained to President Bokassa
that the proposed seminary would be sponsored locally by the new Association
of Evangelical Churches (AEEC) and that land would be needed (Robinson 2006).
Bokassa had been prepared for this request by his ministers and expressed his
desire to have the seminary in CAR. Eric Maillefer reported: “Bokassa offered
seven acres near the National University, with full access to its library and allowing
cultural and academic relations, while giving our school complete autonomy of
government and administration, granting of our own degrees” (Maillefer 2009).
On February 27, 1974, Bokassa signed a decree ordering that the parcel of land be
granted for the construction of the graduate school of theology. It amounted to 3
hectares of land (7.4 acres) and was bordered by two of Bangui’s most traveled
thoroughfares. The decree stipulated that the school would be open to students
from all African countries and from the nearby islands of Madagascar and
Mauritius (CAR government, 2.27.74; AEAM Press Release, March 20, 1974).
Earlier in the week of Kato’s visit to Bangui he had met with church leaders and
had talked with various local groups. In a meeting with 85 local high school and
university students, Kato spoke about the new seminary project. Upon hearing
him describe a future university-level theological institution in Bangui, “The group
prayed for the project,” Kato later wrote. “Before they left the room, one of them
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suggested, ‘Let’s give feet to our prayers.’ From their limited resources an
amount of about $10 was collected and handed to me in a moving ceremony.”
Kato reported that he had never seen a group of students in Africa take such
immediate action after the presentation of a possible theological school on the
African continent. He noted that this was the first recorded gift of funds to the
school that was eventually founded in CAR. It came from a group of high school
and university students in Bangui (Grace Brethren, March 1974).
For the leaders of this Francophone school project to find themselves owning
a choice property site in Bangui only one year after the idea of a graduate
theological school had been proposed at the AEAM General Assembly in Limuru
seemed almost miraculous. Formal approval by the AEAM Executive Committee
came a few months later during the Congress on World Evangelization held in
Lausanne, Switzerland, July 16-25, 1974. At that time, the Executive Committee of
AEAM met to discuss the success of the initiative in CAR, listened to Kato’s report
on his audience with President Bokassa, and after careful consideration of the
proposal and its alternatives, decided to formally approve Bokassa’s offer and to
build the first seminary in Bangui. Isaac Zokoué wrote to President Bokassa to
inform him of the decision (Breman 1996). Three years later, AEAM’s Third General
Assembly ratified this decision during its business session in Bouaké, Ivory Coast,
July 28 to August 3, 1977.
Once the Executive Committee’s decision had been made in the summer of 1974
to locate the Francophone seminary in Bangui, the Theological Commission
charged several individuals to carry out the preparatory work needed to open the
school. Dr. Paul White, a missionary with the West Indies Mission (later known as
Worldteam), was assigned to find financing for the project, to recruit professors,
and to create a rough outline of the curriculum. Although he had been involved
with the West Indies Mission, he had then been in the Francophone African region
for a long time. Central African leader Rev. Isaac Zokoué, who later earned two
doctorates in France, was to work with Grace Brethren missionary, Don Hocking, as
head of an Action Committee to carry out building activities and to coordinate with
the C.A.R. Government in launching the seminary (Breman 1996).
Although AEAM now had property in Bangui, it was still a long journey to the
creation of a functioning educational institution. The people committed to
converting the vision of this school into reality were severely tested over the three
years that followed. First of all, the land granted to the school was inhabited by
several African families living in dwellings of mud walls and tin roofs. The
government insisted that they leave the property to live elsewhere, but AEAM
would need to pay for their relocation. Then, once the inhabitants had left the
property, the government required that the project leaders begin building the new
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school within three months. How could planning for the use of space, completion
of architectural drawings, obtaining permissions to build, and raising financing
all be completed in such a short time? Failure to comply risked difficulty with the
municipal authorities. In addition, there remained the question of how these
African pastors and foreign missionaries, who knew little about doing such
projects, could accomplish all this in the Central African Republic (8.31.74
Daidanso, Zokoué, and Hocking letter to Robinson, White, Tienou and Kato).
The project leaders realized that someone with professional training and
experience would be needed to lay out a sensible plan for use of the terrain
and to draw up building plans before construction could begin. Don Hocking
suggested Jack Dangers, an Evangelical Free Church missionary, as someone who
might consider assisting the project. Dangers had spent 20 years in northwestern
DRC constructing hospital buildings and schools for Free Church Mission there.
AEAM’s administrative secretary, Eric Maillefer, knew Dangers well from his years
of service in the DRC working under the same Mission. Maillefer agreed that the
Action Committee in Bangui could not find a better person for the job needed in
Bangui than Jack Dangers.
Robinson was back in the United States after three years in northeastern DRC and
met with Dangers in late July 1974. Dangers’s furlough was coming to an end, and
Robinson asked Dangers to consider going to Bangui for a few months that fall
to do the initial planning needed for the seminary. Dangers responded that, if he
could get the approval of his Mission board and his family, he would be willing to
go to CAR for two months. AEAM would need to pay his flight costs and provide
the funds needed in Bangui to get the work done. Robinson wrote to Dangers’s
Mission board director requesting approval for him to undertake this project, told
Dangers to plan definitely on going, and informed Kato of his actions. He asked
Kato to telegram him only if he did not agree with this plan (8.5.74 Robinson letter
to Kato).
On September 23rd, Dangers wrote to say that the Evangelical Free Church Mission
had given him permission to go to Bangui for an “undetermined period of time.”
He and his wife planned to arrive in Bangui on October 22, 1974 (9.23.74 Dangers
letter to Robinson). Kato approved the Action Committee’s budget for Dangers’s
work (10.24.74 Kato letter to Hocking). Within the first week after his arrival, the
positive impact of Dangers’s experience was felt in the project (October 1974
Dangers letter to Robinson). By the end of December, financial estimates were
completed for 3 professors’ houses, 5 married students’ duplexes, 3 furnished
classrooms, and a dormitory, dining hall, and kitchen for 6 single men. With costs
for a storage shed, tools, pick-up truck, and building plans, plus compensation for
families that had to vacate the land, a total estimate of $105,500 was made for this
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initial phase (Kato, 12.31.74 Rough Estimates of Initial costs at Bangui).
Dangers returned to the United States after the beginning of 1975 with his
planning work complete and having made a strategic contribution to the
construction. His Mission had already indicated that he would not remain to do
the building (10.22.74 Dillon letter to Kato; February 1975 Zokoué letter to White).
Mr. Al Balzer, a missionary builder with the Grace Brethren in Bangui, agreed to
supervise the first phase of the construction beginning in April 1975 (February
1975 Zokoué letter to White). The departure of the last residents on the property
occurred in early January, and enough money had been raised to begin building 3
months later when Al Balzer became available.
Until this time, the seminary did not have an official name. This did not seem to
be a major issue in early 1975. In a letter that Paul White sent to the Francophone
members of the AEAM Theological Commission, he devoted two sentences to the
name of the seminary. White reported that Isaac Zokoué had proposed that the
school be called “La Faculté de Théologie Evangélique de Bangui.” The acronym
“FATEB,” by which the school is known today, was not mentioned in the letter.
White endorsed the proposal and added that the French name could be translated
into English as the Evangelical Seminary of Bangui and used in the school’s
publicity and correspondence (3.8.75 White letter to Kato and the Theological
Commission). At the same time, another English name for the school was being
proposed: That month Kato was in the United States, and during a discussion
with Robinson concerning the seminary’s name in English, the “Bangui
Evangelical School of Theology” (BEST) was suggested. BEST is the English
acronym that stuck.
With Al Balzer scheduled to get construction under way in April, the Action
Committee decided to plan for a public cornerstone laying on May 4, 1975. Local
television and Radio Bangui agreed to provide media coverage. Electricity and
water lines had been connected. Stationery was being printed for newsletters.
The President of AEAM, Samuel Odunaike of Nigeria, agreed to come as the
special speaker. In addition, a week of evangelistic meetings was scheduled. By
now, estimates of the cost of all the buildings needed for FATEB were running
around a half million dollars. Publicly laying the cornerstone would not only
provide visibility and good will in the capital city but also attract the interest of
prospective donors (4.14.75 Hocking letter to Robinson).
On May 4th, over a thousand people gathered for the ceremony. Six choirs from
Bangui churches sang. Mr. Jean Jacques Nimézéambi explained in French why
Bangui was chosen for the seminary, and Brethren Pastor Pounoukoussara spoke
in the local language, Sango. TV and Radio recorded and later broadcast the event
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as each member of the Action Committee laid a stone in the foundation of the
first building. AEAM President Odunaike presided over the ceremony, and various
individuals and churches contributed financially. FATEB had made an excellent
beginning in the eyes of the citizens of Bangui (Afroscope 1975).
Lack of adequate funding for building the school remained a tremendous
obstacle. From mid-1974 to mid-1975, enough money was raised to make a good
start. But by the end of August 1975, most of the funds had been spent. Hocking
wrote, “We are in financial trouble. I only have a few thousand francs left (no, I
didn’t say dollars). In fact I think we only have about $400.00 or so left. Al [Balzer]
still has…$10,000.00 but that will go in a hurry. Inflation is killing us. Plus there
were a lot of hidden costs that were not figured into the budget.” Hocking went
on to give details (8.31.75 Hocking letter to Robinson). Milton Baker, at the
Conservative Baptist Mission headquarters, asked a colleague to produce 20,000
copies of a promotional brochure for the school (10.6.75 Baker letter to Robinson
and the heads of EFMA and IFMA). Students at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School
raised $5,000. The two large mission associations in the United States, EFMA and
IFMA, assisted by informing their Francophone missionaries. In 1974-75,
approximately $60,000 was received (10.14.75 Hocking letter to John Zielasko).
The Theological Commission of AEAM met in Bangui July 7-10, 1975 with the local
Action Committee. Isaac Zokoué was present for this important meeting, though
in April he had returned to his residence in Abidjan where he was serving as
the traveling Secretary for French Africa’s InterVarsity groups (GBU – Groupes
Bibliques Universitaires). Don Hocking had replaced him as head of the Action
Committee while Paul White maintained overall responsibility for the seminary
project in Bangui (October 1975 newsletter from White to his TEE mailing list;
10.20.75 White letter asking recipients to serve on the FATEB General Assembly).
Dr. John Winston, President of the Evangelical Seminary at Vaux-sur-Seine in
France, attended these July meetings in Bangui. Most evangelical French-speaking
Africans who wanted university-level theological training had been attending Vaux,
and John Winston was supportive of the Francophone seminary project in CAR.
This was his first visit to Africa; it proved to be instructive for him. He also gave the
Theological Commission wise counsel on how to move ahead (4.25.75 and 6.5.75
White letters to Theological Commission; 7.22.75 letter to Robinson (Kato photo).
The meeting did not solve the financial crisis, but it injected optimism and realism
into the minds of the project leaders.
The group that gathered for 4 days in Bangui was composed of 8 Africans and 3
Americans. The form of FATEB as an educational institution, not just buildings on a
campus, began taking definite shape during that meeting. A draft constitution and
by-laws for the school were written. Professors’ salaries, student tuition levels,
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financial aid, admission requirements, and length of the academic program were
discussed, and proposals were made. Except for the AEAM Executive Committee,
AEAM’s Theological Commission would remain FATEB’s highest authority. Under
the Theological Commission, two additional governance structures for FATEB were
proposed. First, a FATEB General Assembly with wide representation throughout
Francophone Africa was designed and the names of 39 people were suggested,
mostly from African countries. Second, below the General Assembly, a Board of
Governors of 7 members, mostly locals, was proposed that would provide direct
oversight and to which the Dean [administrative head] would be accountable.
FATEB’s General Assembly would meet once every 3 or 4 years in conjunction
with the AEAM General Assembly. The members of the Board of Governors would
be members of the General Assembly as well but would meet in Bangui at least
once a year, or more frequently if necessary. The Board of Governors held its first
meeting 6 months later, from December 29, 1975 to January 1, 1976. Campus
development issues were discussed with builder, Al Balzer; strategies for student
recruitment and plans for the completion of funding for the school were agreed
upon. (7.7-10.75 Minutes).
In September, Paul White met with Byang Kato in London to discuss progress.
The target date for opening the school was 1976, just a year away, but White was
already considering a delay until 1977 so that preparations for buildings, library,
curriculum, and professors could be more firmly in place. In the London meeting,
Kato said that he was asking that White be named Dean of the school (9.17.75
White letter to Robinson). With this support from Kato, and with assurance that
the authority for work on the project continued to rest with AEAM’s Theological
Commission, White began planning his future with a clearer sense of direction.
The complexity of managing a project of this nature was substantial. In October
1975, a list of questions still to be resolved was drawn up. These were the issues
that required solutions if the school was to become a credible, durable
educational institution. The members of the Action Committee, the Theological
Commission, and especially White and Hocking, had to wrestle with these
problems in order to launch the school. The July had put propositions on the table,
but decisions needed to be made. These included legal issues: ownership of the
seminary, constitution, government agreements, and documentation. Financial
questions both for capital investment and for operations were challenging.
Administration of the school required a board of governors, bylaws, and personnel
decisions. The academic concerns included instructional personnel appointments,
institutional objectives, program, curriculum, degrees, accreditation, and
standards. Student affairs involved how to recruit students, provide student
financial aid, and assist with placement after graduation. Theological
commitments of the seminary touched on questions of cooperation with other
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groups and their doctrinal distinctives. Public relations and promotion of FATEB
offered challenges. Developing a library and various learning resources was
critical. Engaging students in practical fieldwork required local opportunities to be
identified. All these questions constituted a mountain of tasks for a tiny group of
people to carry out in addition to ongoing construction oversight (10.6.75 Baker
letter to Kato).
Leaders of Christian organizations that worked in French Africa raised critical
questions about the seminary project, including Hocking’s own Grace Brethren
Mission director, John Zielasko. He wanted to know who was in charge of the
seminary. Was it a stand-alone institution, or was it under the authority of some
other organizational entity? A meeting of the Executive Committee of AEAM had
taken place during the late summer of 1975 in Lagos, Nigeria. By then the
constitution of the seminary had been drafted, and a statute was added stating
unequivocally that the operation of the seminary was “under the jurisdiction of
A.E.A.M.” Its authority over FATEB, over its General Assembly and its Board of
Governors, would be exercised through the AEAM Theological Commission
(10.14.75 Hocking letter to Zielasko).
From November 21 to 26, 1975, AEAM held a Theological Conference in Nairobi
that brought together both the Francophone and Anglophone sections of AEAM’s
Theological Commission, representatives of 13 African theological schools, and
several European observers. In addition to the presentation of theological papers
and discussions of current theological issues, the Theological Commission met
to talk about the future of the graduate schools in both Anglophone and
Francophone Africa. The most significant issue for FATEB was the decision to
postpone the opening of the school in Bangui from the fall of 1976 to the fall of
1977. The main reasons for this were that White could not arrive in time to make
final preparations for the school opening, that Hocking who was slated to teach
would go on furlough in the fall of 1976, and that the library needed to acquire
more books and periodicals before classes began. This delay would also give
additional time to complete necessary funding and construction (11.21-26.1975
AEAM Theological Conference).
In January 1976, White wrote a report to the mission organizations working in
Francophone Africa. It was the most comprehensive account of progress to date,
the result of three years of work by many individuals and organizations. White
reported on the November Executive Committee’s adoption of a constitution and
by-laws, the ratification of FATEB’s governance structure with a General Assembly
of 40 approved members, and a Board of Governors with 7 confirmed members.
In its first meeting, the Governing Board made the following decisions: 1) The
opening of FATEB would be scheduled for October, 1977; 2) With the adoption
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of a curriculum and university-level entrance requirements, FATEB would offer a
5-year program of study leading to the equivalent of a Master of Divinity degree;
3) Dr. White would move with his family to Bangui in September, 1976 to prepare
for the school’s opening a year later; 4) Tuition, room, board, and meals would
cost $1,000 for single students and $1,300 for married students; 5) FATEB would
become a high-level theological research center to provide solid biblical answers
to Africa’s specific problems, thus strengthening the Church in Francophone Africa;
6) FATEB would aim to be a living and vital part of the Church’s activity, engaged in
the daily reality of the Church’s life, refusing to become a theological Ivory Tower
(1.23.76 White letter to “Missions having work in franco-phone Africa”). White
also reported 25 written requests from prospective students about studying at the
school. In addition, $75,000 had been received for the seminary project. To open
the school in the fall of 1977, another $125,000 would be necessary.
Though most of this was good news, one issue created immense pain for those
associated with AEAM and with the seminary project. Just a month after the
November Theological Conference, on December 19, 1975, at age 39, Dr. Byang
Kato tragically lost his life on the shores of the Kenyan coast near Mombasa. Kato
had served as AEAM’s General Secretary for almost 3 years. As head of its
Theological Commission, he had spearheaded the effort to found the graduate
school of theology in Bangui while assisting the Anglophones with their seminary
project as well. He had become the personal friend of those most closely
associated with these projects.
Kato was taking a break with his family on the spectacular east African shore
bordering the Indian Ocean. At midday, three days after their arrival, Kato’s two
boys left the beach and headed back to their cottage, leaving Kato alone on the
shore. Kato failed to join the boys for lunch. When the family went looking for him,
he had disappeared. A day later, his body was found on the beach where they
had been swimming. The cause of his death still remains a mystery. Kato’s death
shocked the evangelical world, not just in Africa but around the globe. Bruce J.
Nicholls wrote, “Byang was a twentieth century prophet, somewhat in the school
of an earlier African, Tertullian, for while he identified with black Africa in its cry
for liberation against unjust oppression, he was fearless in his denunciation of all
liberal theology and philosophy that deviated from the authority of the Bible as
the Word of God” (Breman 1996).
Descriptions of Kato’s life over his tenure of almost 3 years as General Secretary
of AEAM are recorded in the Memoirs of his Administrative Secretary, Eric Maillefer
(Maillefer 2009; Breman 1996). Though Kato’s sudden departure was a terrible
setback for AEAM, Maillefer was convinced that the association had been well
established. Maillefer had been involved with AEAM since it was founded almost
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11 years earlier, in 1965. If it has managed to get this far, Maillefer mused, “Why
could it not survive further till another African leader could be found?” And it did
continue until Kato’s successor was chosen a year and a half later at AEAM’s third
General Assembly in Bouaké, Ivory Coast (Maillefer 2009).
At the next meeting of the AEAM Executive Committee, March 15-19, 1976, a
Byang Kato Memorial Fund was established to assist with the “promotion,
encouragement and provision of higher theological training and education of
evangelical Africans within an African context” (3.15-19.76 Minutes of AEAM
Executive Committee). Then the Executive Committee focused the rest of its
business on steps that Kato would have supported. They reorganized the
Theological Commission that Kato had led, established the Evangelical
Accrediting Association of Africa, formed an Evangelical Theological Society of
Africa, and continued planning for the two emerging Graduate Schools of
Theology. Recommendations from the Theological Commission’s November 1975
meeting and from the Board of Governors meeting from December 29, 1975 to
January 1, 1976 were, in general, approved. The local Action Committee was
dissolved and replaced by FATEB’s new Board of Governors. Dr. Paul White was
officially named Dean of FATEB. The opening of the seminary was set for October
15, 1977. The FATEB constitution and by-laws were revised to clarify the
relationship of the seminary to AEAM. Under the AEAM General Assembly and its
Executive Committee, the AEAM Theological Commission served as FATEB’s next
highest governing body over the FATEB General Assembly, FATEB’s Board of
Governors, and the seminary itself that “is under the jurisdiction of the Association
of Evangelicals of Africa and Madagascar (AEAM)” (3.15-19.76 Minutes). Finally,
the word “inerrant” was inserted into FATEB’s Confession of Faith, Article 1, that
dealt with biblical authority. Otherwise, the Confession of Faith was identical with
that of AEAM. (Maillefer explains the background of this addition to the FATEB
Confession of Faith requested by the Board of Governors, influenced by the Grace
Brethren Mission operating in CAR.)
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Chapter 3: FATEB in Bangui,
1976 to 1982
With the designation of Dr. Paul White as Dean of FATEB and a Board of Governors
that had begun to function, the local Action Committee was no longer needed. The
management of the seminary project shifted away from three years of guidance
by committees to the personal leadership of Dr. White as Dean, now accountable
to the FATEB’s Board of Governors. White’s communication in July 1976 to the
members of the General Assembly (including the members of the Board of
Governors) reflects this change in the management of the project (7.20.76 White
letter to the General Assembly of FATEB). White had planned to move his family to
Bangui in the fall of 1976, but the shortage of funds needed to continue campus
building construction persuaded him to spend the 76-77 academic year in the
USA in order to raise funds for the seminary (November 1976 White newsletter to
friends). At the same time, he made appointments for faculty and staff in
preparation for the school’s opening.
During their 1976-77 residence in America, White moved his family to Trinity
Evangelical Divinity School in Deerfield, Illinois, where he also taught several
courses in New Testament and Missions. Although Paul’s wife, Arline, had given
birth to four daughters, on March 9, 1977, they welcomed a boy into the world,
Paul-André. In April, Paul began an intensive series of fundraising visits in North
America, Europe, and Africa. He continued to communicate with prospective
students about FATEB’s formal opening in October. The number of applicants had
reached 59 by that summer (White correspondence of 1.27.77, March 1977, 7.1.77,
and 7.8.77).
In July, the White family began its relocation to Bangui. En route, Paul flew to the
Ivory Coast for the Third General Assembly of AEAM, July 30 to August 2, 1977,
held in Bouaké. More than 300 participants from Africa, Europe, and North
America gathered for this Continental meeting of Evangelicals. The delegates
included 175 Africans from 32 African countries and 130 expatriates. 123
organizations were represented. Tokunboh Adeyemo of Nigeria was elected as
General Secretary to replace Byang Kato. Nigerian President Odunaike requested
that a memorial service be conducted in honor of Byang Kato, whose widow was
in attendance. Tite Tiénou of Burkina Faso was named Executive Secretary of the
Theological Commission (12.6.77 White newsletter).
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As Interim Executive Director of the Theological Commission since Kato’s death,
White made a report to the Assembly in which he announced that about 30
students would enroll for the beginning of classes at FATEB in October. He also
reported that Phase I of the campus program was virtually complete and that
funding was now needed for Phase II. This included the construction of a
two-story building for classrooms and administrative offices (7.30-8.2.77
Minutes of the Business Sessions of the 1977 AEAM General Assembly, Bouaké).
Most of the White family arrived in Bangui the first week of August. Two months
later, students and professors were onsite and ready to work. That first day of
school, October 15, 1977, was devoted to fasting and prayer. The new students
and professors were joined for worship by over twenty Central African pastors.
A week of orientation followed as professors and students got to know one
another. Working methods were explained. A series of messages by the Dean
were presented on the nature of the theological task and the importance of
integrating academic excellence with authentic spirituality. Classes began October
24th, and White described the students as “serious, engaged, and full of
enthusiasm” (12.6.77 White newsletter).
The professors included Don Hocking of the Grace Brethren. He had returned
from a study leave in the USA with a doctorate in Theology. Floyd Shank, professor
and theological school director in Gabon, joined the faculty. Dr. White also taught
classes. Nineteen students had come to study: 1 from Chad, 1 from Guinea, 8
from the DRC, and 9 from CAR. They comprised 12 married students and 7 single
men. One of the full-time students was a married woman. The oldest student was
37 years old, the father of 3 children, and a former police officer in Kinshasa. He
gained the respect of the other students and became their informal leader. After
several weeks of study, students primarily complained about the weight of their
work and the amount of time spent in research. White observed that this kind of
discipline was essential for preparing them to serve the Lord. In a message to the
Board of Governors, he explained that the students spent 18 hours a week in
classes but that FATEB’s philosophy put a strong emphasis on research. Hence,
considerable time in the library was necessary (12.2.77 White to the Board of
Governors).
The library was named the Byang Kato Memorial Library and opened with 1,600
books. White hoped that it would one day become the best theological library in
Francophone Africa. In addition to the building needed for classes and offices, a
residence for single students was also included in the Phase II plans. Total cost of
this phase was estimated at nearly $200,000, of which only $20,000 was on hand
(11.1.77 B.E.S.T. Information). Students also faced steep financial challenges. The
cost of education at FATEB exceeded the resources of virtually all the applicants.
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Help from their churches was important, and most churches could not easily
bear the costs of sending a student to FATEB. The economic challenges were
substantial both for the students and for the new seminary. However, pressures
of another sort were approaching during FATEB’s first year that would be even
more difficult to manage than the shortage of funds.
During the first year, in early 1978, the students identified an issue that would
test the stability of FATEB to its limits. In a message to FATEB’s leaders, the
students said that they “regretted very bitterly that the President of the Board of
Governors had put two leaders…at the head of FATEB” (3.25.78 Students of FATEB
to Board of Governors). They noted that Don Hocking was not only functioning as
a professor of the seminary, but that he was also serving as Vice-President of the
Board of Governors under its President, Isaac Zokoué. However, with the frequent
absence of Zokoué on his travels for the GBU, the students reported that Hocking
saw himself as authorized to intervene in the affairs of FATEB and to do so without
conferring with the Doyen. Hocking had told the students that the Association of
Evangelical Churches in Central Africa (AEEC) was the permanent representative
of AEAM in the country. The AEEC was indeed a member of AEAM but had no part
in AEAM’s oversight of the school. The students saw Hocking using AEEC to exert
his authority over the affairs of the school in opposition to White’s formal
leadership. The students’ letter clarified exactly how this situation impacted
their lives. Tensions between Hocking and White had now become visible to the
campus community.
On March 28th, Isaac Zokoué, President of the Board of Governors, sent a letter to
the 40 members of FATEB’s General Assembly in which he made reference to the
“deep division” that existed between the two leaders. In addition, he wrote that
the Dean had declined to commit to serving a second academic year because of
the tense situation. The conflict had grown so acute and intractable by late
March that Zokoué could see only two alternatives: either to close the seminary
for an indeterminate period or to request White to leave FATEB at the end of the
academic year. He requested the members of the General Assembly to send him
their vote by telegram on whether the Board should accept the first alternative,
the second, neither, or abstain (3.28.78 Zokoué to the FATEB General Assembly).
The Board of the Association of Churches in Bangui (AEEC) met on March 30th to
discuss the problems at FATEB. Two members also served on FATEB’s Board of
Governors. They both saw the Dean as the cause of the conflict and decided that
if the AEAM Executive Committee did not take action, the AEEC would withdraw
from AEAM, and two of their members, Pierre Yougouda and Don Hocking, would
withdraw from FATEB’s Board of Governors. The AEEC also expressed hope that, in
such a case, AEAM would ask the Dean to resign from FATEB (3.30.78 Minutes of
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the AEC Board meeting). (At this time, the AEC (Aliance Evangélique en
Centrafrique) was known as AEEC (Association des Eglises Evangéliques en
Centrafrique).)
The AEEC President, Doko-Manga, wrote a letter to the head of AEAM’s Executive
Committee requesting that White be replaced as Dean of FATEB. He mentioned
3 reasons why the Dean’s leadership was unacceptable: 1) He had admitted
non-Evangelical students to FATEB; 2) He was conducting weekly communion
services on campus, twice with wine in the communion cups; 3) He had
participated in an ecumenical event outside of FATEB. The AEC President saw these
as the reasons why Hocking had decided to resign from FATEB as professor earlier
that month. Under such circumstances, Doko-Manga felt it impossible to
collaborate with the Dean (3.30.78 President of the AEC to the President of the
Executive Committee of AEAM).
AEAM’s President, Samuel Odunaike, wrote 3 letters on April 8th in an attempt to
resolve the crisis. One letter went to the President of the AEC, one to Isaac Zokoué,
President of the Board of Governors, and one to Paul White, FATEB’s Dean (4.8.78
Samuel Odunaike to President of AEC; 4.8.78 Samuel Odunaike to Isaac Zokoué,
President of FATEB Board of Governors; 4.8.78 Samuel Odunaike to White, Dean
of FATEB). The AEAM Executive Committee had met in Nairobi April 5 to 7, and
Odunaike’s letters reflected the Committee’s consensus. Odunaike reminded the
AEEC President that the relationship of the AEEC association of churches to AEAM
was not connected to FATEB and that the AEEC relationship to AEAM should not
have been called into question because of problems with FATEB. He also indicated
that FATEB was under the direct authority of its Board of Governors, and that the
Board was the body charged with resolving issues with the seminary’s daily
operations, not the AEAM Executive Committee to which the AEEC President had
written. However, Odunaike offered to have either the President or the General
Secretary of AEAM go to Bangui to serve as a mediator in an effort to resolve the
conflict.
In his letter to Isaac Zokoué, Odunaike agreed with the way the Board of
Governors had dealt with the three issues raised by the AEC President. Only
Evangelical students would be admitted to FATEB. No more communion services
would be held on FATEB’s campus. Ecumenical encounters by faculty members
would occur only in their personal capacities, not as representatives of FATEB. He
also assured Zokoué that he did not want to see White leave FATEB, that the
Executive Committee would not interfere with the work of FATEB’s Board of
Governors, and that he would seek to send a mediatorial representative of AEAM
to Bangui to assist in resolving the crisis.
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To Paul White, Odunaike indicated that FATEB’s problem was under the direct
authority of the FATEB Board of Governors, that he would try to send mediatorial
assistance to Bangui on behalf of AEAM, and that he prayed for wisdom and grace
for the Dean as he worked to resolve this problem.
On April 19, Don Hocking’s American supervisor, John Zielasko, General Director
of the Foreign Missionary Society of the Brethren Church, known informally as the
Grace Brethren, wrote to Dr. White to ask for explanations of the three issues that
the AEEC said had led to Hocking’s resignation from the FATEB faculty. He added
a fourth question about whether FATEB was encouraging students to speak in
tongues (4.19.78 Zielasko letter to White). In a three-page letter, White
responded to these issues. The AEEC and Hocking had raised these issues
because they believed they represented non-evangelical beliefs and actions on the
part of the Dean (5.9.78 White letter to Zielasko). White wrote in detail about his
theological positions regarding the questions raised, how the accusations of his
practice misrepresented the truth, and how he had dealt with these questions. He
also affirmed that these concerns were secondary to the real reason for Hocking’s
resignation, though he did not elaborate on that point in his reply to Zielasko. He
also stated his continuing commitment to submit to the authority of the FATEB
Board of Governors in all aspects of his leadership of the seminary.
Although the controversy over White’s leadership continued, on June 11th
FATEB held an official ceremony marking the close of its first academic year.
Children of the students, their wives, and students themselves participated. Songs
and recitations marked the event. A student from each of the four countries
represented in the student body recounted his appreciation for God’s grace during
the first year of theological studies. Pastors and friends joined the campus
community of over 50 people on this special occasion (6.15.78 White newsletter).
Among the reasons for joy at year’s end were the experiences of the 12 married
students and their families. They had arrived in October with a combined total of
19 children. By June, 6 new infants had increased that number to 25. In keeping
with an African tradition that sometimes led parents to name a new-born after a
circumstance associated with the child’s birth, the couple that welcomed the
first of the babies born that year promptly named him Fateb 1 (July 78 White
Information Bulletin No. 3). Besides the joy of family additions, gratitude was
expressed for the work of Paul White’s wife, Arline, who directed a practical
learning program for the wives of the students on biblical and social topics. She
contributed to the education of the pre-school children as well (8.2.78 Six FATEB
students from DRC to Dirinda Barini-Bodho).
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After the closing ceremonies, Floyd Shank decided to communicate to Paul White
his evaluation of the Dean’s leadership. Shank was the other professor, besides
White and Hocking, who had taught at FATEB throughout the first academic year.
He wrote about many concerns that he laid out in a long letter to White (6.16.78
Shank letter to White). Shank presented eight issues in his document, noting that
some of his concerns were shared by Hocking as well. On the morning of June
17th, Shank hand-delivered his letter to White, who later in the day asked to meet
with him. Shank agreed but asked that Hocking also be present. White declined
to invite Hocking to join them. White talked about the letter for half an hour while
Shank listened. At the conclusion of the interview, they both prayed. Shank then
asked for a meeting in which Hocking would be present, but White did not agree to
such a meeting.
After returning to the USA, Shank sent a copy of the letter he had given to White
to the members of the Board of Governors and to AEAM President Odunaike. In an
accompanying cover letter, Shank said that White did not acknowledge the validity
of any of the eight points that he had raised. Shank also said that he would
respect whatever decisions the Board of Governors and President Odunaike
reached regarding his concerns about the Dean’s relationship with the AEEC and
with his faculty members. Shank expressed hope that solutions would be found
that would help FATEB. At the same time, he indicated that his work at FATEB was
finished (6.23.78 Shank letter to members of the Board of Governors and to the
President of AEAM).
With considerable uncertainty about what would happen to FATEB as a result of
these relational problems, Isaac Zokoué held a Board meeting July 28 to 29, 1978.
Three decisions were made by the Board: 1) To ask White to cease his
responsibilities as Dean of FATEB but not as professor; 2) To ask Hocking to
resume his duties as professor at FATEB (Hocking had resigned in March
immediately following negative student evaluations of his teaching); 3) To
announce to both White and Hocking that they were suspended from the Board
of Governors as of July 29th. In addition, the Board invited Tite Tiénou to become
Dean of FATEB (7.29.78 Zokoué letter to Harold Alexander, Director of Overseas
Ministries – Worldteam).
On July 31, White wrote a letter to the 40 members of the General Assembly of
FATEB who had been sent a copy of the three decisions made by the Board of
Governors, including his own dismissal as Dean. White contested the manner in
which the decision of the Board of Governors had been made to release him as
Dean. White argued that it failed to respect the process for such an action as
outlined in Article 17 of the FATEB constitution and Article B of its by-laws. In
addition, White reported on the reaction of the students when they were told that
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the Board had voted to request Hocking to return to FATEB as a member of the
faculty. In a meeting with Tite Tiénou, a member of the Board of Governors, and
with the Dean, the students expressed their categorical refusal to take courses
taught by Hocking, giving two reasons as reported by White: his incompetence to
teach at a university level, and the quality of his spiritual life that contributed no
edification to their own spiritual formation (7.31.78 White letter to members of the
General Assembly of FATEB).
In his letter to the FATEB General Assembly, White offered two options on which
he asked the members to vote and to send their choices to Governing Board
President Zokoué: 1) White remains Dean; Hocking does not return as professor;
Tiénou joins the faculty as professor; or, 2) Tiénou becomes Dean; White remains
as professor; Don Muchmore, former professor at the evangelical theological
school in Bunia, DRC, joins the faculty as professor; Hocking does not return as
professor. In the two alternatives he suggested, White expressed willingness to
step out of his role as Dean in the second option, but in neither option does he
accept the reinstatement of Hocking to the faculty.
A month later, Isaac Zokoué proposed that the Board assume FATEB’s leadership
instead of the Doyen. He went on to assign responsibilities to three men:
Paul White – Academic Director; Don Muchmore – Administrative Director; Don
Hocking – Responsible for finance, construction, and government relations. All
three would serve as professors (8.31.78 Zokoué proposal). This proposition was
never carried out because in the fall of 1978, Don Hocking left Bangui for Bata to
found a seminary for the Grace Brethren. Don Muchmore refused to join FATEB’s
faculty until the conflict between Hocking and White was resolved. In the end,
Muchmore chose to join Hocking and teach in Bata at the new Brethren seminary
(Robinson 2006).
By late August 1978, White realized that both the President of the AEEC,
Doko-Manga, and Professor Floyd Shank had written letters to FATEB’s General
Assembly members that contained multiple accusations. White felt he needed to
defend his actions and correct misrepresentations of his positions and decisions.
In his own lengthy letter to the General Assembly, White answered their negative
comments point by point (8.23.78 White letter to the General Assembly of FATEB).
Two weeks later, White began a general message to his friends with the words,
“We’ve just come through what is probably the most massive attack on our
ministry that we have ever experienced” (9.9.78 White letter to friends). White
went on to write that the President of AEAM, Sam Odunaike, had come to Bangui
in July 1978 to attempt to understand the conflict’s underlying causes. By the end
of his visit, Odunaike had decided to continue supporting White as Dean. Even
though this left White, for the moment, as the only professor, he reported that the
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students were pleased with this outcome and that he and his family were grateful
to be able to continue their ministry at FATEB.
In FATEB’s December 1978, Information Bulletin, White reported on the beginning
of the seminary’s second year of training. 16 students had completed the first year
and were joined by 17 new students as the second year began. 11 were from CAR,
19 from DRC, 1 from Chad, 1 from Guinea, plus 1 Anglophone. 21 of the 33 were
married. 53 children, 12 years or younger, lived with their student parents on
campus. Programs for student wives and children continued with assistance by
women from city churches. Paul White was still the only resident professor,
teaching 5 courses, but visiting professors came from Africa and Europe to share
the load. White also had an excellent bilingual secretary, Madame Annie, whose
help was significant. The library had grown to 4,000 volumes, and lights in the
library often illuminated students doing research until midnight (December 1978
White’s FATEB Information Bulletin No. 4).
At the end of December 1978, the Board of Governors met over a four-day
period to consider a long agenda. Board member Pierre Yougoude had traveled
to Burkina Faso to ask the Christian and Missionary Alliance Denomination to
release Tite Tiénou to FATEB to serve as Dean. However, the Church there did not
respond positively to this request. Even so, the Board still voted to invite Tiénou
to serve as Dean for 1 or 2 years, to ask Muchmore to head the administration, to
request White to serve as Academic Secretary, and to ask all three men to teach.
Muchmore declined, and although Tiénou and White accepted this request, Tiénou
was not released by his Church. Thus, White, in addition to his academic role,
continued to function as Dean of FATEB during the second school year. Along with
these major personnel issues, plans to construct a multi-story administrative and
classroom building were approved, and the search for a competent builder
continued (12.29.78 to 1.1.79 Minutes of the FATEB Board of Governors meeting).
By May 1979, all 33 students were completing their second academic year, even
though White was the only full-time resident professor. In an information bulletin
to those who were supporting FATEB, he described the results of FATEB’s second
school year and its prospects. White’s biggest encouragement was the arrival on
May 7th of a Congolese professor, Nzash Luméya, who had studied at the
seminary in Vaux-sur-Seine. At the time, Luméya was serving as the Protestant
Campus Pastor at the University of DRC in Kinshasa. Teaching both theology
and New Testament Greek during the last few weeks of the school year, Luméya
expressed willingness to join the faculty as a resident professor for FATEB’s third
academic year (May 1979 White’s FATEB information Bulletin No. 5).
In February 1979, a Central African contractor, brother José, had agreed to
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oversee work on the 3-story administrative building. Construction began in spite
of delays due to lack of cement in the city. The library had acquired another 2,000
books, bringing the total to 6,000. Throughout the second year, students served in
various city churches. The local language, Sango, was the traditional language of
the churches, but the students had started French services in many parishes.
They also led Bible studies in churches and schools. Some spoke at university
student meetings and encouraged Christians in their faith. White believed that this
activity offered students ways to translate what they were learning in seminary
classrooms into practice that served the larger community.
White and his wife, Arline, were dedicated to creating learning opportunities for
students’ family members. More than 50 campus children were divided by age
into Chicks, Gazelles, and Elephants for educational purposes. Their mothers had
access to two sewing machines, and they received instruction in sewing, family
management, and biblical knowledge. Arline White supervised these activities. In
his spring Information Bulletin, the Dean expressed thanks to FATEB’s supporters
and gratitude to God for the second year’s many blessings.
In a letter to their personal friends, Arline offered a woman’s perspective on their
first two years in Bangui. She began, “I have to admit that Africa has won our
hearts” (6.1.79 Arline White, “To all our friends.”) Arline wrote of her 19-year-old
daughter’s work to organize the 6,000-book library. She described how their
14- and 12-year-old daughters had created a library for students’ children. She
spoke of her work in the children’s school, the school for the wives, and in the
support of her husband: “Our load is impossible. Paul works 70 to 80 hours a
week. But what tires us out the most are the criticisms and the accusations of
other people. De Gaulle once said that it is almost impossible to lead a country of
more than 1,300 sorts of cheese. Is it impossible to found an interdenominational
and authentically African seminary with students from 12 denominations,
supported by donors from a multitude of evangelical contexts, scattered over three
different continents? There are groups in many places that want to express their
views on the subject of FATEB. But it is God who has called us here, and what is
impossible becomes possible.” Arline concluded her letter with gratitude for the
unity that existed between her family and the students. The students were the
main elements of FATEB, and she had seen them growing intellectually and
spiritually throughout the year.
The leadership crisis that had swirled around the Dean a year earlier, in 1978, had
been resolved sufficiently to enable FATEB to conduct a successful second year of
classes. But criticism of White from the external voices had not ceased: “Hocking
continued to oppose White and FATEB from outside the institution. He had the
ear of some of the American EFMA/IFMA mission leaders and also persuaded the
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Grace Brethren pastors to cease supporting FATEB. The bitterness of Hocking was
evident throughout White’s tenure as Doyen” (Robinson 2006).
In the summer of 1979, the Executive Committee of AEAM met in Nairobi from July
2 to 4. This was the most powerful body overseeing FATEB apart from the AEAM
General Assembly itself. The fundamental question that persisted was whether
White should remain as Dean. President Odunaike reported on his visit to
Bangui 12 months earlier when he spoke in depth with all the parties involved
in the conflict. He observed that the Dean exercised a strong influence on the
students. Odunaike didn’t think this was entirely good for the students. He also
observed that Hocking involved the local pastors in seminary affairs more than
was necessary or desirable. However, Zokoué’s attempt to obtain the necessary
votes to determine a course of action failed to receive a sufficiently large response,
though of those who did vote, the larger number voted for White to be replaced.
Rather than leave the question of White’s leadership without a clear answer, the
Executive Committee decided to make a decision (7.2-4.79 Minutes of the AEAM
Executive Committee).
After expressing disappointment that Zokoué lacked the decisive initiative he
could have exercised to resolve the problem, the AEAM Executive Committee
directed the President of the Board of Governors to dismiss Dr. White, effective
at the end of the 1978-79 academic year; to inform White and White’s mission
organization as soon as possible of this decision; and to tell White to leave
campus by August 31, 1979 at the latest. The Executive Committee also warned
the Board of Governors that failure to execute this decision would be viewed as an
abandonment of its administrative responsibility and that the Committee would be
obligated to take further measures. The Executive Committee then concluded with
expressions of appreciation to Zokoué and to White for all their work, sacrifice,
and devotion to FATEB.
This action of the Executive Committee risked the closure of FATEB. Zokoué
reported receiving a letter from the Executive Committee of AEAM asking him to
dismiss Paul White. Zokoué knew that this would result in FATEB’s closing. He
responded to the Executive Committee that he would resign from the Board of
Governors rather than do that. President Odunaike, on behalf of the AEAM
Executive Committee, then wrote directly to White telling him to leave FATEB.
White responded to Odunaike saying that he would leave FATEB only if Zokoué
asked him to do so. In fact, Zokoué never asked White to leave, though Zokoué
did resign from the Board of Governors. He was replaced by Dr. Marini Bodho of
DRC. As a result, in spite of the action of the AEAM Executive Committee and the
intervention of AEAM President Odunaike, White remained as Dean. By this time,
the Executive Committee realized they had made an unwise decision in seeking
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White’s dismissal and so took no further action (Robinson, 2006).
By January 1980, the third school year was well under way. Both Arline and Paul
White wrote reports on the progress of their work. Arline remarked that over 100
people were now living on campus and that they spoke 10 different languages.
Her objective was seeing that the whole family was being equipped for ministry,
not just the 32 men and 1 woman in the degree programs. The wives had attended
primary school for an average of 6 years and had difficulty with French. Though
they had been offered classes during the first 2 years, Arline decided to organize
the program more formally. This year, wives were expected to attend school for 2
hours each afternoon. One hour would be devoted to French and sewing and the
other hour to Bible study and Christian service. To make this feasible, baby and
child care was arranged for the time the women were in class. Occasionally, Arline
brought children into the women’s classes, taught the children a lesson while the
women observed, sent the children back to child care, and then discussed with the
women her methods of teaching and the materials she had used. Later, the women
themselves began giving lessons to the children (White 1980).
For their Christian service, Arline took the women into churches. She formed them
into a choir; they sang in 5 languages, and Arline brought messages to the church
groups. The women took notes on Arline’s talks, discussed them in class, and took
exams on them. This part of the course for the women Arline called “preaching.”
Arline, who had studied child pedagogy in university, was not satisfied with the
children just being in child care. They could be learning at the same time. So, in
the two thatched-roof circular huts where the pre-school children were cared for,
she instituted an hour of French and an hour of Bible knowledge teaching each
day. The children’s memorization of Bible verses in French helped both their French
and their biblical knowledge to grow.
Paul White began his January 1980 report with the news that on the night of
September 21, 1979, Emperor Bokassa had been overthrown, and the Republic
had been restored. Bokassa had crowned himself Emperor two years earlier. His
overthrow in 1979 occurred when White was in Europe seeking funding for FATEB’s
building projects. Arline, her children, and the rest of the FATEB community lived
in considerable anxiety until calm and order were restored by the French military.
Paul went on to report that FATEB’s third academic year had begun on October 15,
1979. The same 33 students from the previous year returned to campus, but lack
of living space prevented the school from accepting of a new class of students.
Rumors of FATEB’s closing were still circulating in September and October, which
undoubtedly depressed the number of applications as well (January 1980 White’s
FATEB information Bulletin No. 6).
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During the first semester, only Nzash Lumeya from DRC and Paul White served
as resident professors, though several visiting professors were expected for the
second semester’s courses. The library now housed 7,000 volumes. Construction
on the administrative and classroom building had reached the second story by the
time FATEB’s building funds were exhausted. But in late December, an $80,000
grant from a German organization provided enough money to pay for the rest of
the construction. Another grant from friends in Switzerland enabled FATEB to offer
financial aid to students who were unable to pay their fees. The next financial
challenge was funding student housing so that a new class of students could be
admitted in the fall. White concluded his report with a request for prayers for the
new President of the Board of Governors, Dr. Marini-Bodho, and an expression of
his joy that FATEB was in fact fulfilling the strategic purposes for which it had been
founded.
The third school year closed officially on June 16, 1980. White noted in his 1980
summer report that there were many moments when the future of FATEB was not
at all certain. Yet, with the help of God, he rejoiced that the school had emerged
through it all with a bright future. During this third school year, another professor
had joined the faculty: Josaphat Paluku from DRC. Paluku, Lumeya, and White
would compose the core faculty for the coming fourth academic year. White
mentioned the names of five visiting professors who had assisted in the school
year just ended: Steve Miller from France, Marini-Bodho from DRC, Paul Wells from
Aix-en-Provence, W. Chabrerie from Strasbourg, and Abel Ndjerareou from Chad.
About 20 new students would be enrolled in the fall from countries like Rwanda,
Burundi, and Cameroon. Another large gift from Germany would
enable the completion of 18 student apartments for the new school year
(July 1980 White’s FATEB Information Bulletin).
The political change in CAR the previous September had positive implications for
FATEB. David Dacko, Bokassa’s predecessor, was restored to power as the new
President of the Republic. Although a Catholic, Dacko was very open to Evangelicals. He was also greatly appreciative of FATEB. Dacko gave FATEB tax exempt
status for the purchase of construction materials and offered an interest-free loan
of $300,000 to accelerate construction, thereby reducing the impact of growing
inflation. More importantly, he granted five acres that connected with the southern
border of FATEB’s campus to facilitate further construction.
For FATEB’s fourth year, 1980-81, Paluku, his wife, and four children were situated
on campus. Lumeya was married in July, 1980, and he and his wife also resided
at FATEB. White continued as Dean, but his family moved to Strasbourg because
of Arline’s health needs and their daughters’ education. Paul was on campus to
get the new school year started and to teach from October 6 to November 14. He
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planned to return to Bangui from January 28 to March 13 and once more for the
month of June. The wives of Paluku and Lumeya took over Arline White’s
educational work with the student wives. A French missionary, Jean-Claude Boix,
came to Bangui, with his wife, to manage the school’s administrative affairs.
White’s secretary, Madame Annie, directed the formation of the student wives and
the pre-school children. The construction of two student apartment buildings of
9 units each and work on the administration building neared completion. White’s
four-year mandate as Dean was also scheduled to end in June of 1981, which left
him uncertain about his future at FATEB (January 1981 White letter to friends).
After FATEB’s fourth academic year ended on June 28, 1981, White reported on the
year’s highlights and his plans. The fourth General Assembly of AEAM was held
in Malawi in September of 1981. There, replacing White as head of the school, the
first African Dean of FATEB was appointed, Dr. Josaphat Paluku, who had begun
teaching at FATEB in 1979 during FATEB’s second academic year. In addition,
another resident professor, Dr. Maurice Ndondoboni, was appointed to begin
teaching in the fall of 1981. With Nzash Lumeya and Dr. Paul White, four full-time
professors would now constitute the core faculty. Four or five visiting professors
had also been invited to teach during the 1981-82 school year. White accepted the
position of Academic Secretary after Paluku was named Dean (10.4.81 White letter
to friends).
In early October 1981, White made flight reservations from France to Bangui for
himself, Arline, and their three youngest children. After a year in France, the family
had decided to live on campus for the 1981-82 school year where Paul could
continue teaching, work with the 15 men in their final year at FATEB as they wrote
their masters theses, and keep the family together. The student population was
expected to reach 60 in the degree programs, and Arline would be responsible for
the formation of about 40 student wives and 90 to 100 children. In the children’s
work, she would be aided by her daughters, Paula and Elizabeth.
At the beginning of the fifth school year, 1981-82, the academic program was
divided into two cycles of 3 years and 2 years respectively. 53 students were
enrolled in the degree program, 37 student wives in the women’s school, and more
than 100 children completed the community of student families. 14 students in
their final year were working on their theses of 90 to 120 pages. In March, Dean
Paluku and Paul White left for a month of fundraising visits in the United States.
Housing for professors and an enclosure for the entire campus were important
priorities for which funding was needed (3.30.82 White letter to friends).
On June 27, 1982, FATEB held its first graduation ceremony for the 14
graduates who received Master of Theology diplomas. After five years of hard work
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and uncertainty about the future of the seminary, these students were ready to
graduate. The ceremony was held in a sumptuous commercial building, Commune
Africaine et Malgache (OCAM), in the presence of CAR’s President Dacko. Even the
young University of Dakar had not yet awarded Masters degrees. These were the
first 14 Masters degrees awarded in the country. Christians from throughout the
capital proudly joined in the celebration (11.7.82 White letter to friends).
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Author’s Note
Few sources for this period of FATEB’s history were available beyond what
existed in my personal files. I hope that additional sources may be found to
develop this narrative further and to facilitate the writing of a more complete
subsequent history of FATEB.
As a participant in the nearly five years of work between the decision to found a
Francophone seminary in January 1973 and the beginning of classes at FATEB in
October 1977, and having read the correspondence on which the above narrative is
based, I would like to make several observations.
First, Byang Kato’s initiative as general secretary of AEAM and as head of its
Theological Commission was essential to initiating the work that led to FATEB’s
founding.
Second, Don Hocking’s negotiations with the Central African government were
essential to President Bokassa’s decision to grant seven-and-a-half acres of choice
land for the seminary.
Third, the work of Isaac Zokoué, a Central African, in representing the emerging
association of evangelical churches to the CAR government, in managing the
interview with the chief of state, and in guiding the early days of the school as
president of FATEB’s governing board and its general assembly, was essential to a
successful launch of the seminary.
Finally, the role of Paul White was critical in planning, communicating, and
fundraising before the seminary began and in administration and teaching during
its first five years of operation, though marred by conflict over institutional values,
management methodology, and struggles by various individuals for control.
That FATEB exists today as a thriving educational institution almost fifty years
after its conception would have been difficult to predict during the first decade
that followed the AEAM meeting in Limuru, Kenya, in 1973.
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Early Photographs of FATEB

Isaac Zokoué

Paul and Arlene White
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FATEB campus first building
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Pope’s visit 2015
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6.5.75 White letter to Theological Commission members, Francophone section, plus Don Hocking,
Byang Kato.
7.7-10.75 Minutes [Procès-verbal], in French, of the Theological Commission (Francophone section) and
Action Committee in Bangui; White president of the meeting, Tiénou Secretary.
10.20.75 White letter asking recipients to serve on the FATEB General Assembly.
11.21-26.1975 AEAM Theological Conference, 17 documents. Full AEAM Theological Commission, AEAM
representatives, Reps of African theological schools, Observers. Minutes of the Theological
Commission business sessions included.
1.23.76 White letter to “Missions having work in franco-phone Africa.”
3.15-19.76 Minutes of AEAM Executive Committee, French and English versions.
7.20.76 White letter to members of the General Assembly of FATEB.
1.27.77 Doyen White letter to student applicants (French).
7.1.77 Doyen White letter to student applicants (French).
11.1.77 “B.E.S.T. Information,” in English. (no author, but clearly by Doyen White).
12.2.77 Communique to FATEB Board of Governors, by Doyen White (French).
3.25.78 Students of FATEB letter to Board of Governors.
3.28.78 Isaac Zokoué to the FATEB General Assembly.
3.30.78 Minutes of the AEC Board meeting.
3.30.78 President of the AEC letter to the President of the Executive Committee of AEAM.
4.8.78 AEAM President Samuel Odunaike letter to the President of the AEC.
4.8.78 AEAM President Samuel Odunaike letter to Isaac Zokoué, President of FATEB Board of
Governors.
4.8.78 AEAM President Samuel Odunaike letter to Paul White, Dean of FATEB.
6.16.78 Floyd Shank letter to White, copies to members of Board of Governors and Samuel Odunaike.
7.23.78 Floyd Shank cover letter, with 6.16.78 letter to White, to Board of Governors and Sam Odunaike.
7.29.78 Isaac Zokoué letter to Harold Alexander, Director of Worldteam (White’s Mission), copy White.
7.31.78 Paul White letter to members of FATEB’s General Assembly.
8.2.78 Six Congolese (DRC) students to Dr. Marini-Bodho.
8.23.78 Paul White “Le Doyen sortant” letter to members of the FATEB General Assembly (French).
8.31.78 Zokoué proposal of an overall solution to the conflicts within FATEB.
12.29.78 to 1.1.79 Board of Governors minutes and list of program courses, 1st & 2nd cycles (French).
7.2-7.4.79 AEAM Executive Com. minutes extract re: Theological Commission and FATEB (French).
10.8.79 Marini-Bodho, Prof., Church of Christ in DRC, to Paul White.
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Letters to named individuals
6.10.73 Donald Hocking letter to J. Robinson.
10.26.73 Alistair Kennedy letter to J. Robinson.
11.26.73 Donald Hocking letter to J. Robinson.
1.7.74 Donald Hocking letter to Kato.
8.5.74 Robinson letter to Kato.
8.12.74 Donald Hocking letter to Robinson.
8.31.74 Daidanso, Zokoué and Hocking letter to Robinson, White, Tienou and Kato.
9.23.74 Dangers letter to Robinson.
10.24.74 Kato letter to Hocking.
October 1974 Dangers letter to Robinson.
10.22.74 Robert Dillon, Evangelical Free Church Mission, letter to Kato.
February 1975 Zokoué letter (French) to White.
3.8.75 White letter to Kato and to the Theological Commission (Francophone section).
4.14.75 Donald Hocking letter to Robinson.
7.22.75 White letter to Robinson.
8.31.75 Donald Hocking letter to Robinson.
9.17.75 White letter to Robinson.
10.6.75 Milton Baker letter to Robinson, Wade Coggins (EFMA), E. L. Frizen (IFMA).
10.6.75 Milton Baker letter to Kato with attached list of problems to be resolved.
10.14.75 Donald Hocking letter to John Zielasko, Brethren Mission, copies to Frizen, Coggins, Robinson,
Kato, White.
4.19.78 John Zielasko, General Director of Brethren Church Mission Society, letter to White.
5.9.78 Paul White letter to John Zielasko, copy to Frizen, IFMA.

General letters (Recipients not identified)
October 1975 White newsletter to his TEE mailing list (French).
November 1976 Paul & Arline White newsletter to friends (French).
March 1977 Paul & Arline White newsletter to friends.
7.8.77 Family White newsletter to friends (French).
12.6.77 Paul & Arline White newsletter to friends (French).
6.15.78 Paul & Arline White newsletter to Friends (French).
July 1978 Doyen White FATEB Information Bulletin No. 3 to supporters and friends (French).
December 1978 Doyen White FATEB Information Bulletin No. 4 (French).
9.9.78 Paul White newsletter to friends (French).
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May 1979 Doyen White FATEB Information Bulletin No. 5 (French).
6.1.79 Arline White report to friends on her ministry and family members at FATEB (French).
January 1980 Doyen White FATEB Information Bulletin No. 6 (French).
July 1980 Doyen White FATEB Information Bulletin (French).
January 1981 Paul & Arline White newsletter to friends (French).
10.4.81 Paul & Arline White newsletter to friends. 2 copies, one with personal note (French).
3.30.82 Paul & Arline White newsletter to friends (French).
11.7.82 White’s newsletter to friends (French).

Jack Robinson
Graduate of Wheaton College and University of Strasbourg, Jack, with his wife, Theo,
has been engaged in the formation of Christian leaders in French Africa since 1965.
While teaching in northeastern Congo in the 1970s, Jack was appointed to the Theological Commission of the Association of Evangelicals in Africa (AEA). In that role, he
participated with African leaders in the founding of the Bangui Evangelical School of
Theology that has been serving the Francophone churches of west and central Africa
since 1977.
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